United Students of America Passport
7th Grade Countries with required elements per standards
(applicable to 6th with minor adjustments)

Do’s & Don’ts

- Do create mnemonics
- Do create foldables with notes
- Do include the cool (i.e., Middle East = Bugatti police cars, most nose jobs, gold bar vending machines)
- Do NOT give a labeled map to study (must be able to quiz the brain)

Links to Great Resources:

**YouTube Channel that profiles countries around the world.**
Informative and interesting! Be sure to tour / view your countries of study!

**Google Earth**
Don’t forget to have them Google Earth it!

**Gapminder**
Have fun with data!

**DOLLAR STREET**
Visit the homes of families around the world!
It’s the real world – show them what’s happening!

Choose your countries of study!

Create an interactive quiz!

and don’t forget!